Cost and time pressures place enormous demands on logistics companies when it comes to efficient management. With its innovative telematics solutions, BPW provides the basis for more transparency and efficiency in fleet management. With our cargofleet application and TControl telematics system, we offer you the first comprehensive telematics solution for trucks and trailers from one source. It embodies the intelligent combining of products, services, hardware, software and know-how into an innovative solution that supports your competitiveness.

**TControl Truck**

TControl Truck provides you with all the important information you need about your truck. From positioning and tracking of your assets, to FMS data and tachometer values for the analysis of driving and resting periods. Our touch screen offers navigation and order management, while our new EcoResponse function provides the driver with direct feedback on how economically s/he is driving.

The TControl hardware provides you with everything you need today in order to concentrate on your transport orders.

**TControl Trailer**

The TControl Trailer focuses on reliable monitoring of your trailer unit. It offers you the position and condition of the trailer and enables temperature monitoring online. It can determine the status of the doors and analyse technical data from the chassis.

You can improve security and remain informed about maintenance requirements by adding functions such as tyre pressure monitoring and brake lining wear control.
Our telematics solutions are user-friendly, individually adaptable and tailored to provide you with precisely the information you really need for efficient fleet management. So that you can concentrate on your other important tasks.

The most important performance features:

- individual, scalable telematics solutions tailored to the customer
- reliable vehicle and cargo information in real-time
- real-time tracking and tracing of vehicles
- comprehensive monitoring of trailer and cargo through the use of sensor technology on components relevant to security or susceptible to wear and tear
- permanent control of refrigeration temperature, door activity, tyre pressure etc. and activation of alarms when pre-defined limits are reached
- integration of information from truck and trailer telematics, and access to the data relevant to you via an independent internet platform; on request, storage of data for 18 months

**Truck functions**
- GPS/Glonass
- Route tracking
- Driving periods/breaks
- Truck navigation
- Tachometer information
- Driver’s log
- Driver’s Card
- Alarms
- Order processing
- Top driver

**Trailer functions**
- GPS/Glonass
- Door monitoring
- EBS information
- Temperature monitoring
- Tyre pressure monitoring
- Brake lining wear sensing
- Temperature monitoring on the brakes
- Roof-height monitoring
- Loading area detection
- Freight security

**Take Advantage of these Benefits:**

- optimisation of your material planning and vehicle availability
- improved utilisation of your entire fleet
- shorter reaction times
- avoidance of unladen journeys

- predictive maintenance planning
- constant availability of relevant data on an independent internet platform
- reduction of costs through more efficient practices